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OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIETY
OF AMERICA (ORSA) GOES POLITICAL

In 1969, a great debate over the SENTINEL-SAFE-
GUARD ABM went forward in Congress. Lined up
against the ABM were the large majority of senior names

_. .. ..of tinge_miduxpc rience on Government weapnns sys-
tems: Presidential Science Advisers Kistiakowsky, Weisner,
Hornig aad KNIw, Nobel Prise winner Beth% ex-Govern-
ment officials such as Ekenhower’s DDR&E Chief Herbert
F. York; former ARPA Dwcctor and IDA President Jack
P. Ruins; CIA’s former Deputy DKector for Fxience and
Technology Herbert Scoville, Jr.; Dhector of ACDA’S
Bnreau of Wlence and Technology Fraakfin A. Lnng; for-
mer head of the Wrapons System Evaluation Division
(WSED) George P. Rathjen$ and alf the former Chair-
men of the President’s Sdence Advisory Panel on Strategic
Weapom Systems of the last decade: Marvin L. Gold-
berger, Sidney Drell and Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky.

Administntion supporters organized a lobbying arm:
“Committee for a prudent Defense Policy”. It was led by
the late Dean Acheson (Chairman), Paul Nhr.c (who was
promptfy, offered a position on the SALT delegation) and
mathematical logician turned strategist Albert Wohlstetter.
During the debate, Woldstetter suppfied most of the
SAFEGUARD-relevant, non-Administration cmmment.

The debate can only be understand by remembering the
way it unfolded. The Con~essional debate over the John-
son Administration’s .%ntinel ABM was underway as the
Nixon Administration took office. A bomb-in-fieback-
yard debate then arose in which citisen groups protestrd
the Army’s plans to put ABM installations near cities.

Offering to review the situation in a month, the Nixon
Administration halted ABM work and considered various
alternatives. It concluded (and publicly announced on
March 14) that an ABM designed to protect U.S. cities
against the Snviets was not tcchnologkdly possible. It
nnted privately that the Sentinel anti-Chinese defense dld
not have wide political suppnrt, that the Chkese ICBM
threat had alippcd, and that scientists and strategists were
already testifying that an anti-Chinese ABM woufd make
negotiationa dltlicult with the Soviets by accelerating So-
viet offensive weapnns.

The Administration decided to. put its main “emphasis
upmr a thhd possibility — formerly a Iittle-mentioned op
tion: to use the ABM to protect U.S. Mkmtemin missiles.
It reasoned that no strategic logic cmdd oppnse our defense
of our deterrent — nothing provocative about that:

The shift to a new ABM rationale — unquestionably a
r~pnnse to a political problem — had two immediate
weaknesses. The Administration was faced with showing

-Continued on Page 2

MAJOR TECHNICAL FLAWS

The ORSA report haa major tccfrnical ffawa.
It failed to consider the adaqrmcy of SAFE-

GUARD ta protect Minuteman which was the funda-
mamtaf question in the dehte.

In considering the narrower qneation of Ure vufner.
ab~f of orrr bmd-haasd deterrent ORSA aasrrmed
tbe practicaf atiJity of two cnrcbd tactics upon which
the Snviets woufd have had to rdy completely, but on
which they cardd nat have an rslie& very hii qnafity
reprogramming and pindown.

These bnpartaat errara, and a host of otJrer indica-
tions of bms and inappropriate pramrbrres, d~rdt
the conclusions of the ORSA panel.

Marvin L. Goldherger
Herbert F. York
Herbert Scaville, Jr.
Sidney DrelJ
Franfdirr A. Long

“Repragmnrming” refers ta the abfity of the Scwiet
Union to fire new missiles after old ones that faif.
ABM proponents argued that the Soviets tight m.
prngram far faihrra not ordy at count-down and
faunch, but afso for same or alf infligbt faiiures. Op-
po~;tssrgrrerf that the soviets caafd not refy npon

— wbkfr tactic wordd have bsen critieaf
under praponent calculations — since rdatfvely few
Snviet Minuteman-kifling warheads were estimated to
he availabfe for muffiple firings at each target.

‘f%e mgament over ‘~lndown” raferrad ta the pas-
sability that Soviet snbmarirre-Iauncbed missiles might
pin down U.S. Minutemen missiles with a barrage of
detonations afmve U.S. sifos. Hence tbeae smaller
aabmarine.Iaurrched warheads might discourage U.S.
Mhutemen firing untif Saviet ICBMS arrived to de-
stray Minuteman. Tlms the short.fligbt-time-sub-
fauncfred missilesmight catch U.S. bamfrefi nn their
bases wbiie pinnirrg down the U.S. ICBMS until the
fatter coufd be destrtryed.

However, the Srwfeta wordd be foaliih indeed to
refy upon such a tactic. Why sbordd American plan-
ners wait antil the Minutemen are dastrayed? Why
not fire — take one’s chances on survival nf the
Mirmtemen in passing thraugh the barrage — and
hofd Pofaria weaprms in reserve if any reserve is
wanted. (Evidentfy the Air Force agrass with the
ABM oppnnentk anafysis that pirrdowrr is not feasi-
bfe. Sea the testimony of ita Lieutenant General
GIaser, Deputy Chief of Staff for Air Force R&D,
befors the House Armed Services Committee, part 2,
pg. 4351, March-April 1971.)
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first that our Mhuteman missiles were becoming vulner-
able and second that the SAFEGUARD ABM was an
adeqtiate defense against the Soviet threat projected.

At thk point the Soviets had about 1,000 SS- 11 missiles
which then, and now, have insufficient accuracy to attack
Minuteman missiles. To justify the threat to Minuteman,
it was necessary to explain how the larger SS-9s might in
future destroy 1,000 M]nuteman missiles. The Adminis-
tration suggested that the Soviet Union would have three 5-
megaton multipIe independently guided reentry vehicles on
each SS-9. (Thus far, 21% years later, no Soviet confirmed
test of true independently guided reentry vehicles (MIRV)
has been made. ) The Administration argued further that
the Soviets might build 50 SS9s per year so that it would
have 420 by the mid-seventies, This would have produced
1,260 warheads.

This still failed to produce sufficient warheads to p“t
Mbwteman in+optwdy by adateswfficiemly .Aose to re-
quire an immediate start on SAFEGUARD. In April,
AIbert Wohlstetter testified that the Soviets might use a
method which the U.S. had previously considered (and
rejected in secret) called reprogramming — missile failu-
res are noted and further missiles are sent to replace
them. Thus, “backup” warheads need not be fired in those
cases where no missile failure is noted. On May 12 —
two months after SAFEGUARD was announced _
DDR&E Chief John S. Foster adopted this line in a speech
in Dallas. The plausibility of the notion that the Soviets
might rely upon a reprogramming device of this kind to
launch a surprise attack was hotly debated, It became the
crucial assumption on the vulnerability of Minuteman for
the mid-seventies,

ABM opponents considered the matter of M]nuteman
vulnerability less critical than the question of SAFE-
GUARD adequacy. .They conceded in testimony that
Minuteman would eventually become vulnerable if the
Soviet offensive buildup sought to make it so. Their
central argument was that SAFEGUARD would not be
adequate to defend Minuteman, if indeed Minuteman be
came. vulnerable, Thk argument turned on the fact that
SAFEGUARD — designed for Sentinel ABM components
— had been built around large expensive radars which
would necessarily be bought in small numbers and be
vulnerable to Soviet attack, In short, the proponents em-
phasized the coming possible danger, The opponents em-
phasized the inadequacy of the proposed solution.

, Wohlstetter Seeks Vindication
On November 8, 1969, Albert Wohlstetter wrote the

Operations Research Scwiety of America, of which he was
a member, and asked them to lcok into the pro fessiomd
conduct of hk opponents. In his letter, he emphasized his
desire that they consider the question of the vulnerability
of Minuteman — the “important issue I have described”.
He noted that they need not consider the “entire range of
issues”. The anti-ABM scientists declined to participate
in a review by an organization of which they were not
members — one in which their chief opponent was a
member. ORSA persisted in any case.

WideIy reported in the press, the oRSA repurt, unsur-
prisingly after such a beginning, condemned those it in-
vestigated ( Rathjens, Wlesner, Ralph Lapp and Steven

ORSA REPORT
RELEASED BY SLIM MAJORITY

The ORSA report took the form of an Ad Hoc
Committee on Professional standards composed of
six persons. The ORSA Councif agreed to look into
tie matter on November 11, 1969, and consideredthe
completed report on May 5-6, 1971. At the latter
meeting of the 13 officers and council members of
ORSA, two had been invoIved in drafting the report
but did not disqualify themselves from voting. Six
other ORSA officials also voted for its reIease. The
remaining five opposed its release in a j6hdfy-signed
minority report.

The five-man minority argued that ORSA shonId
not take on the “quasi-judicial function of investigat-
ing and reporting on professional behavior of indi-
viduals”. (The word “quasi.judiciaI~) was appfied to
tbe investigation even by ORSA’S President, a sup-

..p*r. ~ mhmtitymvtedthe
lack of full access, the absence of a right of subpoena,
tbe disinclination of pemons investigated to partici-
pate, and the absence of ground rules. Tbe minority
further noted that the report shouId have been
refereed.

Weinberg) and approved the work of Wohlstetter. In
order to do so, however, ORSA simply ignored the most
important issue (the adequacy of SAFEGUARD) and
continued to accept the Defense Department’s assump.
tions without questioning them, (See the signed box in this
newsletter and the summarized analysis provided by
Richard Garwin. ) On minor matters, they were pedantic
and biased — as indicated in a paper excerpted elsewhere
by Howard Margolis, In general, the ABM opponents
have not changed their views, as indicated in the letter re-
printed from George W. Rathjens — quite the contrary.
Although the ORSA panel had 21 months to prepare its
study, Rathjens and others have called it “technically
incompetent”.

WHERE ORSA CONTROVERSY
DOCUMENTS CAN BE FOUND

On October 4, Senator Henry M. Jackson placed
the critical appendix III of ORSA’S report in the
Congressional Record along with ardcles from the
Washington Post and New York Times. (Pages S-
15720 — S-15737)

On October 15, Senator Alan Cranston placed in
the Congressional Record a reply from Dr. George
RatAjens, Jerome B. Weisner, and Steven Weinberg
along with an editoriaf from the Boston Globe. (Pages
S-16332 — S-16338) (See also, Senator Edward Ken.
nedy, S-16457 — S.16464)

On November 12, Senator Stuart Symington placed
in the Congressional Record, the letter from Richard
Garwin summarized here. (Pages S-18320 — S-
18323)

On November 11, House Republican Ieader Gerald
Ford placed the Joseph Alsop Washington Post ar-
ticle of November 8, 1971 in tAe Record. (Pages E.
12100-12101)
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NON-PARTICIPANT IN DEBATE
BLASTS ORSA

Dr. Richard Garwin had not figured publicly in the
ABM debate. But he has been dealing with military
weapon systems as a prominent scientific member of the
President’s Science Advisory Panel (PSAC) under the
last three presidents. Garwin called the ORSA Council
“unwise” in issuing its report because it had acted as a
court without safeguards against abuse. More serious,
he clearly believed it to be incorrect in its premises and
conclusions,

Garwin argued that both Wohlstetter’s position and the
ORSA report suffered from “over-professionalism” —
“sophisticated operations research techniques applied to
shakey assumptions. ” He said: “In medicine, the opera-
tion can be a brilliant success, but the patient may die if
the diagnosis is wrong,”

Garwin noted that the difference between Wohlstetter
and those he criticized turned on three points of disagree-
ment:

1, the military utility of reprogramming ICBMS to
replace failures before launch or during flight,

2. the feasibility of simultaneous missile attack on
U.S. ICBMS and bombers, and

3. the robustness of the Safeguard system; i.e., the
range of enemy force levels over which it would (a)

be necessary and (b) contribute substantially to the
goal of preserving a specified number of Minutemen.

Reprogramming Implausible

Concerning reprogramming, Garwin called it “feasible
in principle” but his letter went into detail on its many
complications. Were he a first-strike planner he would
require a force that could put two warheads on each
Minuteman silo so as to make unnecessary the complica-
tions of reprogramming. ORSA should not have just dis-
missed the argument of anti-ABM scientists that repro-
gramming was implausible as a Soviet tactic.

Concerning the problem of pin-down, Garwin agreed
with ABM opponents that pin-down would be most diffi-
cult. He argued that ORSA had placed the burden of
proof incorrectly in requiring opponents to show that pin-
down would not work — in fact, proponents had not
shown any reasonable tactics by which it would work.

Safeguard Inadequate

Finally, concerning point three, Garwin clearly agrees
with the analysis of tbe opponents saying:

Below a certain numerical offensive force level, Safe-
guard is obviously not needed to insure the survival
of a minimum number of Minutemen. There is some
number of SS-9s in the Soviet force which clearly
overwhelm Safeguard so that it can no longer ensure
that the minimum number of Minutemen survive. If

—Continued on Page 4

LIVE DANGEROUSLY: OPPOSE AN ADMINISTRATION

1969

‘Several highly pIaced and reputable U.S. scientists
have spoken out in print against the Sentinel missile
systems,” Mr. Resor wrote to Mr. Cfiffnrd, and after
naming a few of them (Hans Betbe, George Kistia-
kowsky, Jerome Wiesner) and complaining of the
MTIculty of replying witbout disclosing secrets, he
went on to say

,,It is ~~$ential that all possible questiOns

raised by these opponents be answered, pre-
ferably by nongovernment scientists.

“We wiIl be in cnntact shortly with scientists
who are familiar with the Sentinel prngram and
whn may see fit to write articles for publication.
supporting the technical feasibility and opera-
tional effectiveness of the Sentinel system.

“we ~ha]l extend to theSe SCienti#s all pns-

sible assistance.”
— Washington Post Editorial “The Big ABM Brain-

wash February 17, 1969, commenting on artd
quoting from the Secretary of the Army Stanley
R. Resor letter to the Secretary of Defense.

1971

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON,D. C.

October 13, 1971
Dear Bob

I am sorry that we haven% had a chance to visit on
the phone, but YOUshould know that the work of your
Society has received a good deal of attention. It was
in the President% news clips, and I have discussed it

personally with the President and seninr White House
officinls. You might aka be interested to know that
I was in a meeting the other day in which Admiral
Zumwalt discussed the work of the Society in a most
favorabIe way. While not page one headfines, it has
been widely covered in the daily newspapers. I am a
blt disappointed that the weekly magazines have not
yet touched on it. Possibfy, some follow-up work
might be belpfuf there.

All in all, I would say fiat you and the Society have
performed a magnificent service. There is no question
but that, in the future when “experts” present tbem-
selyes before Congressinnal committees as profes-
sionals arguing for nr against a given course of action,
they will he considerably more careful about tie
quafity and professionalism of their remarks and
arguments.

To me the actinn hy your Satiety, and certainly by
you personally, is tbe kind of incremental act of
leadership and good sense that makes this such a
wonderful country.

My congratulations on the important part you
pfayed in it. I Ionk forward to seeing you soon.

Warm rsgards,
Donafd Rumsfeld
Counselor to the President

Mr. Robert Machol
Northwestern University
Graduate Schonl of Management
339 East Chicago Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
R% I thought that the introductory sectinn you wrote

to the Snciety’s report was weIl put.
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the difference between these two offensive force levels
should be small, say 10Yo, it would be very difficult
for the Soviet Union, even if they wanted to, to build
a force which would fall precisely into tbe range
where Safeguard would be of some value to the U.S.
Indeed, that is the case, not only because the Soviet
Union can use the SS-9 multiple warheads, if it so
wishes, to destroy the two Safeguard radars which
defend any Minuteman at all, but the Soviet Union
can use also some of the many SS-1 1’s or could build
some SS-13’s or could allocatesome of the vast num-
ber of SLBMS (which are supposed to be useful
during apindown attack) actually todestroy the two
MSR radars without which Safeguard is useless in
defending Mhuteman.

ORSA Report’’Demeaning” of Operations Research
Garwinargued that theadhoc study was “guiftyof the

same faults of which it accused others” both in its “conduct
and its content” and suggested that its publication was so
biased as to be “demeaning” to the Operations Research
profession. He supported the ORSA five-man minority
report which argued that the study shotdd have been re-
fereed and called on the Society to disown it.

ORSA REPORT CALLED BIASED
BY CHRONICLER OF DEBATE

During the 1969 debate, Institute for Defense Analysis
(IDA) analyst Howard Margolis produced a lengthy report
on the SS-9[ SAFEGUARD debate. The ORSA report
moved him to a short paper commenting on it in light of hk
earlier analysis.

As a sample of what he felt can “only be called the bias
of the report”, he discusses the 12 pages devoted to the
Wohlstetter-Rathjens argument over the abilty of the
SS-9 force to destroy M]nuteman.

After charging that Rathjens gave an “overstated im-
pressionof the extent to which very conservative assump-
tionacould indicate that M]nuteman would not be gravely
threatened, and that Wohlstetter “made the most of it”,
Margolis goes on:

‘&Now what else is there to say? In the opinion of the
ORSACommittee, a great deal. Almost aIlofthe12 pages
the report devotes to this matter isconcemed with a de-
tailed critique of Rathjens’ handling of the calculations.
Much of this degenerates into the most trivialkhd of nit-
picking. For example, Rathjens atone point said he used
a chart put in the record by Secretary Packard and some
data reles+sedin 1967to make his estimate of Minuteman
vulnerability. “Rathjensa ssertion, ..cannot be supported
mathematically,” reports the Committee. Why? Because
you can arrive at the estimate using either the chart or the
data, rather than both together. Atanother point Rathjens
is criticized for purportedly misreading the Packard chart,
although whether he did so is a matter of dispute over what
information Rathjens and Wohlstetter exchanged in a
private conversation. The Committee puffs a good deal
over that one, and without deeming it worth mentioning
tothereader that the’’error” (if it occurred) had no effect
whatsoever on the estimate Rathjens gave to the Senate
Committee.

Although the Committee obviously considered such de-

-Continued on Page 5

FOUNDER OF ORSA

OPPOSES ORSA REPORT

In a letterto the Boston Globe of October 2, Pro-
fessor Phtip M. Morse said

[From the Boston (Mass.) G1obe, Oct. 2, 1971]

Professor Morse Protest ORSA Report

I regret finding it necessary to protest the recent
official approval of Ore Council of tbe Operations Re-
search Society of America to a report which gratu-
itously, mrd I hope fafsely, suggests that the society is
on the side of ex Sen. Jos. McCarthy, is promifhy
and supports the assumption that tie expert always
knows best.

I am talking about tAe impression the repori is
producin~, .the..c.ouncil...rnust .h%ve.k!!!l?g..!!!!!. .-?W?-
sionaf tilsclaimers and disavownfs can’t dispel the
effect of the report on the genernl publi$ who will not
read it carefully or will only know of It through the
press.

The report, written by an ad hoc committee ap-
pointed by the council of the society and approved
bythecouncif forpuhfication, wifl reconsidered un-
fair since it denounces, by name, persons who are not
members of the society and who thus have had no
means ofcontroverting its effect, except after tbe fact.

They were allowed space in tie report for counter
aWment, but they had no means of influencing the
form of the report and were not represented on the
council which approved its publication.

This already has given the impression that the so-
ciety as a whole is against reduction of armament and
is in general pro milita~, a few cautionary sentences
inthepremnbie can’tdispeltfds impression.

Itimplies tbattbosewitb access to secret informa-
tion must always be right in the assumption under-
lying their anafyses and that those with opposing con-
clusions must either be dishonest or unscientitlc. By
seeming to argue that there never can be honest dif-
ferences of opinion regarding assumptions between
scientists regarding Questions of general policy, it
comes down on the side of those who advocate letting
a super computer make aff ourpoficy decisions.

I don’t agree with any of tiese implications and I
protest vigorously against councif action wbicb has
put me in the position of appearing to approve them.
If m I hopetbe majority of the members of the so-
cietyfeeltbe same way, tbentbere must be something
wrong with the way the society operates to make it
possible for a council to place its members in so false
a position. If I am wrong and the majority of mem-
bers really do approve this way of settfinga dispute
between several ORSA members and several non-
members, then I must regretfuRy sever refations with
a society I helped to found, since it wifl have become
a pressure group rather than a scientific society.

Phtip M. Morse,
Professor emeritus, MIT first president of ORSA,

President-elect of the Physical Society of America.
Cambridge.
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tails highly significant, it apparently did not deem it sig-
nificant to mention that two months before the Senate vote
Rathjens had publicly retreated from the extreme impres-
sion that might have been created by his original statement.
Nor did the Committee comment on the fact that Rathjens
had, after all, prnvided Wohistetter with an explanation of
how he developed his estimate on the day before they were
totestify —plenty of time, given the simplicity of thecal-
culations both sides were doing, for Wohlstetter to
thoroughly analyze Rathjens case. Rather, we get the
elaborate review of Wohlstetter’s claims that the explana-
tion that Rathjens gave was not exactly right. Tbe Com-
mittee. takes that most seriously. Indeed the pages vir-
tually brim over with outrage at Rathjena’ behavior. Yet
a much shrewder comment, I should think, would have
been to see that Wohlstetter’s performance on this matter
smelled powerfully of red herring. The fact is that by
Wnhlstetter’s nwn acconnt, Rathjens gave him all the in-
formation he needed to duplicate Rathjens calculation.
The whole fuss about Wohlstetter being unable exactly to
duplicate tbecalc”lation from what Rathjenstoldbim (or
from what he understood Rathjens told him) is trivial,
having no significant impact on the vtildlty or lack of it
of Rathjens’ estimate.

Of course, if the purpose of the Committee was to help
Wohlstetter undermine the credibility of the critics, it

Page 5

readers who had not followed the debate closely— as, for
example, the vast majority of ORSA’s own membership —
the impression is given that what is being discussed was
an important part of the debate and, further, it naturally
creates the impression that the weak showing of the critics
onthismatter was typical of the debate as a whole.”

*Which contrasts sharply with the gentle handling of a few ex-
ampks of misstatements by Pro-Safeguard spokesmen elsewhere in
the report.

ORSA “QUASI-JUDICIAL”
STANDARDS AT ISSUE

As is not uncommon in scientific disputes, some of the
participants may have had ample reason to be interested
in discrediting the others. One of the ORSA Ad Hoc
Committee Members had been a participant in the 1969
ABM debate under investigation — Howard K. Berger had
been a Defense Department official at the time and even
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Strategic Systems! Worse,
he had been removed from a position of responsibility by
the accused George W. Rathjena while working at the
Institute for Defense Analyses, an actinn that led shortly
thereafter to Berger’s resignation. Evidently, the ORSA
Ethics and Grievances Committee did not know of this, nor
dld Berger think it reason for disquahfication in a “quasi-
judicial” investigation.

Bv deleting 80% nf the initial letter written to ORSA
would be comprehensible why there ‘is this extreme and by Albert W~hlstetter, ORSA’S editor concealed: the fact
tendencious focusing on trivia. * If, on the other hand, the that ORSA had investigated only what was asked by Wohl-
purpose was to inform members of the technical and politi- stetter; that Wohlstetter had suggested to them virtually all
ml communities on how properly the two sides handled
themselves in the overall debate, the situation is very odd.

of the minor criticisms they came up with; and that ORSA
had not validated some of his assertions; e.g., that there

For a non-technical reader, and indeed for technical had been “personal abuse” of him, and so on.

WHAT WAS THE ISSUE: THE “VULNERABILITY OF MINUTEMAN”
OR THE “ADEQUACY OF SAFEGUARD”?

On the uncbiasitled record here though, I would jrmtliketo say that it seems to me it is a matter of
time. There is going to be some time, and I do “ot know when — it will be i“ the Seventies — when
MfNUTEMAN wifl be vulnerable. Accuracies are going toget betier. The Soviet force isgoingtobuifd up.
‘l%etim eisgoin gtodepen do”tiepatictia ra~umptio”s ynu make about the rate of that buildup, how re-
Iiabfetbe suviet missiles might be, the yields tbey can carry, and their accuracy.

But the fundamental point I would Rketo make —and it is nmre directly relevant to the question we
are discussing, that is the SENTfNEL or SAFEGUARD deployment — is that when that time comes, no mat-
ter when it is, be it 19740r 1978, if we deploy SAFEGUARD, it is going to buy us very, very Iiffle in the
way of improving the srmvivabifity of that force.

—George Rathjens, Senate Armed Services Committee, 1969

I am somewhat pertnrbed that the d~erences among the calculations of Dra. Wohlstetter, L9pp and
Rathjens ftave been given th degree of attention. Fundamentdiy these calculations differ only in their as-
sumptions on the reliable CEP of the Soviet MIRV warheads carried on the SS-9, on the assumed hardness
of Minuteman, and on the targeting doctrine adopted by the Soviets in a first-strike attnck. As expected the
spectrum of assumptions ranging from highly conservative to bigblyunconservative would materially affect the
results. Yet what matters is not the conservatism or lack thereof adopted by Dra. Wohlstetter, Rathjerrs and
Lapp in their calculations but the Soviet authorities when debating a possible tirat-strike against Minuteman
and, considering the nlways unknown reliabdity of their forces, they would haveto be conservative indeed.

The prominence given to the numerical disagreement among these calculations which are a natural con-
sequence of the spread in assumptions has obscured the main issue, namely the Iarge uncetibity of the fore-
caat as to how many MIRV’d SS-9’s the Soviet will in fact bave available in Ore 1970’s~ and the small number
of anti-missifes which the Safeguard provides in intercepting them. These two numer,cal factors are, in my
vie~, vastly more important than the spread among the calculations on survival of Minuteman under hypo-
thetical SS-9 attnck as developed by the various experts.

—Wolfgang K. H, Panofsky, Senate Armed .%-vices Committee, 1,969
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JOSEPH ALSOP ADOPTS FAS
The Federation, its dkector, and “left-wing” scientists,

have become Mr. AJsop’s latest favorite tiwget for smear
— three such attacks have now been printed .in the Wash-
ington Post and other newspapers in five months.

In the fist attack, on May 26, 1971, Mr. Joseph Alsop
suggested that the FAS anulysis of DODS “R&D Gap”
claims was motivated by a subversive interest in getting
DDR&Es John S. Foster “out of the way” because Foster
was so often right in assessing the Soviet threat! Here Mr.
Alsop was so confused as to describe Jeremy J. Stone as
a left-wing political scientist from Princeton when in fact
heisamathematician from Sta@ord. But Mr. Alsop went
much, much further and thk column has to be seen to be
believed. The L.A. Times refused to print it, although it
is syndicated by the L.A. Times syndicate; many other
newspapers followed suit.

A second similacattack,.on October 27, cuntained the
same implication of treason: “Dr. Jeremy Stone and a
good many other misguided American scientists have
formed [actuully Dr. Stone was ten years old when FAS
was formed] a powerful lobby primarily aimed, so far as
one can see, to subordinating American strategic policy to
Soviet strategic policy.” On this occasion the L.A. Times
deleted two references to Dr. Stone before printing this
column.

On November 8, Joseph Alsop devoted another column
to warning that “a ~eat deal of the more leftwing ‘scienti-
fic’ evidence must now be expected to be as crooked as
aram’s horn.”

OnJy Mr. Alsop’s unique reputation for abuse of his
columnists’ prerogatives has protected FAS from serious
harm from his nonsense. Butdespite his reputation, poli-
ticians canstill fear his mud-slinging attacks. Hence these
attacks cau complicate the life of any public interest asso-
ciation like ours. Many Federation officers have expressed
the hope that these attacks will bring us new infusions of
funds and members. We hope so. We are not, we regret
to say, as powerful yet as Mr. Alsop would evidently like
to say we ure.

RATHJENS RESPONDS TO
ORSA AND ALSOP

(excerpts of letter to editor)

Joseph AJsop’s column of November 8 for the most part
accurately reflects the findings and tone of the recent crhi-
que by the Operations Research Society of America of the
role of myself and others in the ABM debate. what Mr.
Alsop failed to appreciate or convey to his readers was the
fact that the ORSA repurt is a technically incompetent
critique — based on bizarre procedural arrangements,
selective use of evidence, and remarkably uncritical ac-
ceptance of Administration assumptions, many of which
had littJe or no foundation in fact.

This is not the place to discuss all of the deficiencies of
the ORSA repurt — we have done that in some detail
elsewhere — but lest readers be mislead by Mr. Alsop’s
column it is perhaps useful to comment on two issues in
the ABM debate: the ~ssible vuherability of the U.S.

MimUteMan force to a Soviet SS-9 “tirst strike” in the mid-

70’s, and whether the Safeguard ABM deployment would
make a significant difference in Minuteman survivabtlty.

Although the second question was really what the ABM
debate was all about, ORSA focused its attention almost
exclusively on the first, a hardly suprising fact since Albert
Wohlstetter who instigated the inquiry, and whose lead it
slavishly followed, had largely avoided commenting on
Safemrard’s utility in both bis testimony and his specifica-
tion~f changes.

Asregards Mbmtemanvu hrerabtity, I would point out
that estimates necessarily had to be based on interpretation
of intelligence information and technical judgment of what
thesituation would be six years later. Vnrious participants
in the debate made quite different judgments, nnd such
differences, not mathematical manipulation which was e.s-
sentid.ly trivial, nor the application of esoteric operations
research techniques, accounted for my estimating that
25% or moxe of the Minuteman force would survive wh]lc
MY Wohlst@ter un&J3efense-Depa*ment..spokesmen es-—. —
timated 5 Y.. I leave it to the reader to draw hk own con-
clusion as to whose judgments were more reasonable,
pointing out that I would now revise my estimates of
Minuteman survivability upward as it now seems even less
likely than it did two years ago that the U.S.S.R. could
fully equip its SS-9 force with highly effective multiple
independently targetable reentry vehicles ( MIRVS ) by
the mid-70’s. Repurts such as those by Michael Getler of
a recent DoD/CIA sponsored study by TRW (The Wash-
ington Post, June 17), General Ryan’s Mwch 9 testimony
before the House Appropriations Committee, and Secre-
tary Packard’s remarks of October 21 lead me to believe
that the Administration too might now estimate very sub-
stantial survivability.

The Administration seems also to have largely come to
the views of its opponents with regard to the question of
Safeguard effectiveness. Thus, it is now recognized, even
in the Defense Department, that the Mksile Site Radar is
the AchiJles’ heel of SafeWad, and there are serious efforts
under way to design a dedicated hard-site defense enlploy-
ing less expensive radars as many of us recommended.
And it is now considered, as we had suggested, that Safe-
guard as originally planned will be an inadequate defense
if a build-up in Soviet missile capabllhies continues, where-
as originally it was argued that it was needed in case of
such a build-up,

Mr. Alsop puints out that we admitted mistakes. A
single example will perhaps put that admission in perspec-
tive. I had argued that Messrs. Laird, John Foster and
Wohlstetter had made umenlktic assumptions in imputing
to the Suviet Union the capability, in executing an attack
against us, of compensating for all their missile failures by
replacing the failures with other warheads aimed at the
same targets. In fact, Mr. Wohlstetter had, udike Messrs.
Laird and Foster, apparently assumed that 15% of the
failures could not be so replaced. I was in error and was
criticised by ORSA for the mistake. It is to be noted that
neither Mr. Wohlsetter nor the Defense spokesmen offered
any analysis to support their contention that such tactics
were feasible, Yet, the ORSA committee did not criticise
this omission. Rather, it attempted the back-up analysis
for them, in so doing finding it necessary to use assump-
tions about Soviet MIRV technology totally at vmiance
with observations !
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SCIENCE MAGAZINE ON ORSA REPORT
‘<Operationsresearch,a group of techniques origi-

nality developed during World War II, has not entirely
outgrown its mifhmy heritage, and’ many members of
ORSA necsssarifyhave past or present connections
with tie mif&wy establishment. ORSA is not ideaUy
positioned to adjudicate a debate that directly pitted
the Department of Defense against its critics, but its
councif seems to have had few qualms about acting
on Wofdstetter’s suggestion . . .

The ORSA councif seems to have believed, perhaps
simplistically that for Rathjens and Wohlstetter to
have arrived at dtierent conclusions from the same
facts, one of them must have presented the facts in-
correctly. Yet as Rathjens and his colleagues pointed
out in their initial letter to ORSA, there was not af.
ways agreement even on the facts underlying the
ABM debate, since some cd the rslevant information
was classiticd and much that was uncfassided was
incomplete.”
—SCIENCE Magazine, ABM Debate: Learned So.

ciety Split by Old Grievance, October 15, 1971
Nicholas Wnde.

WHO HAS BEEN RIGHT ON ABM?
As one participant wrote to a Senator: “We aze detilng

with a subiect where iudement based on technical knowl-
qdge and “experience; r~tier than p~antic calculations
based on ilf-founded assumptions, are frequently most
essential”. How have the ABM opponents fared on judg-
ment, over time?

In criticizing the ABM opponents, ORSA criticized men
whose record on the ABM has been right four times on
these four major ABM issues: Anti-Soviet defenses, the
no-ABM agreement, anti-Chinese defenses, and the need
to put smaller, harder and less expensive radars on SAFE-
GUARD.

Shnuld the United States build an anti-balfisfic mi.ssife
system designed to protect American cities against Soviet
attack (the thfck defense)?

In tie late fifties and early sixties, those scientists who

OppOsed the ABM ~gued against deploying the NIKE-
ZEUS in 1963-64. The Secretary of Defense pointed out
in 1962 that the money would have been effectively wasted
considering the requirements of 1963-64, by the time it
became o~erationd.1

In the early 1960’s the scientists who opposed the ABM
argued against deploying the improved Nike-X which
could have been ordered in 1963 and built by 1968, The
Defense Department conceded in 1963 that h would have
been obsolete by 1966,2

In the mid, and late, 1960’s the scientists opposing the
ABM continued to azgue that it was not then technically

1 U+. congress, House Subcommittee of the Committee on Appro-
Prlatlons, “Department of Defense Appropriations for 1964? Part
1, pp. 434-35.

2 US, Cungrem, Senate Committee on Armed Services, ‘Mlitwy
Procurement Amhorization Fiscal Year 1964’, (8Stb Congress,
M Session, 1963),

feasible to protect the United States against defense from
Soviet missiles. They were right. On Maxch 14, 1969,
President Nixon said:

“Although every instinct motivates me to provide the
American people with complete protection against a
major nuclear attack, it is not now within nur power
to do so. The heaviest defense system we considered,
one designed to protect our major cities, still could
not prevent a catastrophic level of U.S. fatalities from
a deliberate all-out Soviet attack. And it might look
to an opponent like the prelude to an offensive
strategy threatening the Soviet deterrent. ”

Whhout the opposition of the inti-ABM scientists, $20
to $40 billion could have been wasted on anti-Soviet city-
protecting ABM systems during the 1960’s alone.

Should the United States negotiate a “no-ABM” agree-
ment with tie Soviet Union to prevent either side from
trying to build a thick city defense against the other?

In 1960 and 1962, the scientists opposing the ABM
were already urging the Soviet Union to consider this
possibility. In 1964, for example, one paper presented
at an international arms control symposium warned the
Soviet Union that the. United States would build such an
ABM if — but probably only if — the Soviet Union dld so.
This was right. Throughout the 1960’s, the scientists op-
posing the ABM argued for a no-ABM agreement. They
were right, On May 20, 1970, President Nixon dkclosed
that the super powers “have agreed to concentrate this
year on wor!dng out an agreement for the limitation of
the deployment of anti-ballistic missile systems”. A hand-
ful of pro-ABM scientists argued that the Suviet Union
thought ABM systems “defensive only” and that they
would never agree to negotiate them away. They were
wrong. President Nixon’s announcement — just quoted
— was signed also by the Soviet Government,

Should tie United Statesbuild an anti-baffistic missife
system designed to protect American cities against the
Chinese ICBM threat?

Since the middle 1960’s, the scientists opposing the
ABM have argued that a defense against Chinese missiles
was not justified. The Chinese could be deterred from
attack, no defense would, in any case, be foolproo~ and the
anti-Chinese ABM would decisively interfere with an
agreement precludhg the Soviet Union from building an
ABM defense against us. They were right. In 1971 the
Senate Armed Services Committee conceded that the
“wisdom of an anti-Chinese defense had yet to be demon-
strated”. And the SALT talks shows every evidence of
going forward in a way that will preclude them.

Should the United States use SENTfNEL ABM radars
in SAFEGUARD to protect a fraction of its missife sites
from Soviet attack?

The scientists opposing the ABM argued that its large
radars were much too expensive and vulnerable and its
stock of interceptors much. tou small. As a result, they
said, the system would be overwhelmed if the Soviet threat
went slightfy beyond the pnint where SAFEGUARD was
needed. The Soviets, they argued, would have to “tailor
their threat” to SAFEGUARD to make it useful. They

—Continued on Page 8
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WHO HAS BEEN RIGHT, from Page 7

were right. A year later, in 1970, the Defense Department
Posture Statement admitted:

“To be perfectly candid, Mr. Chairman, it must be
recognized that the threat could actually turn out to
be considerably larger than the Safeguard defense is
designed to handle.” (Pg. 49, prepared statement of
Secretary Laid)

The scientists opposed to SAFEGUARD argued in
1969 that such a defense would have to have smaller,
cheaper radars (which should therefore be developed) or
take some entirely different form if the Soviet threat grew.
They were right. The 1970 Posture Statement said:

“If, in the future, the defense of MINUTEMAN has
to be expanded, new and smaller addhiomd radars
placed in MINUTEMAN field would be less costly
than the SAFEGUARD Missile Site Radar (MSR)
because they WOUM not have to COVCI such large.
areas. For this reason, we will pursue a program to
determine the optimum radar for such a defense and
begin the development of this radar and associated
components in FY 1971. At the same time, the Air
Force will pursue several other options for solving the
survivability problem of the land-based missile sys-
tems.” (pg 49, prepared statement of Secretary
Laird)

FAS COMMENDS PACKARD
FOR “STRAIGHT TALK”

On October 21, Deputy Secretary of Defense David
Packard spoke with remarkable candor on the arms race.
At the time he spoke, a seemingly orchestrated chorus of
alarm about the Soviet weapons buildup was reaching a
peak. It included further leaks about big holes in the So-
viet Union, a Life article about the Defense Department’s
preoccupation with the arms race, a five-part series in
Aviation Week and Space Technology on the “growing
threat”, etc.

By contrast, Secretary Packard put the arms race in
perspective. He noted that the President’s goal of moving
from afi era of confrontation to an era of negotiation has
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“really begun to be realized”. He suggested that, on ques-
tions of SALT and arms race, there were hawks and doves
in the Soviet Union as here. He noted that we sometimes
misinterpret Soviet actions that are long underway as short
term moves.

Secretary Packard argued that superiority was not very
significant because “almost any conceivable nuclear ex-
change is going to be almost urdiveable” for both countries.
He suggested that the Soviet naval buildup was not related
to Soviet interest in a confrontation with us, And he argued
that patience and optimism were appropriate to the SALT
talks.

Secretary Packard did not argue that the Soviets were
seeking a “first-strike” capability but did say that if they
were, we would “know it fairly soon” and that it would
relate, in any case, to a period “several years off. In-
terestingly, Secretary Packard talked of the SS-9 buildup
as becoming a matter of concern if the Soviets reached be-
tween. SOQ+ndi ~4harlAh~ .—
the Defense Department had spoken at the time of the
1969 SAFEGUARD debate.

So long as Polaris is agreed to be highly invulnerable, %
many FAS specialists believe the “first-strike” notions are
simply a rhetorically exaggerated way of discussing the
problem of the vulnerability of Minuteman. But, for the
rest, these statements of Secretary Packard’s were in high
agreement with FAS views and they came at a most useftd
time. FAS Chairman Marvin L, Goldberger wrote the
Secretary and suggested that the Secretary’s comments had
enhanced his reputation for straight talk.

FAS GROWING — BUT NEEDS HELP
The growing effectiveness of FAS is matched only by

the increasing attacks upon it. Not only the largest — but
virtually the only lobbying arm of science — FAS needs
more scientists who want to keep science relevant.

Find us new members. Send us names of persons to
solicit. Post our material on bulletin boards. And if you
can afford it, send us an additional donatiom, then we can
locate new members through mail solicitation. For each
$10 you send us, we can locate a new member. Help us
get the 1,000 new members we need.
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